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Foreword 
‘If you can tell stories, create characters, devise incidents, and have sincerity and passion, it 
doesn’t matter a damn how you write.’ 

Somerset Maugham 

This entertaining body of work is the result of hours of procrastinating, writing, worrying and 
rewriting! Join us if you want to write - I guarantee you’ll be encouraged and supported. 
 We tell each other stories (some true some made up), we create characters from our imagination 
or memories; we devise incidents by putting our heroes and villains in situations or making our 
protagonists surmount obstacles.  
 We have sincerity and passion in bucket loads - or to move away from cliches, suitcases and 
computers crammed with files. 
 We all write differently, and prefer different genres and so experiment with style and form as we 
learn and apply the techniques of creative writing. Personal poetry, flash fiction, character 
studies, researched articles, blogposts, letters to the editor, submissions, citizen journalism and 
memoir, complicated and not so complicated short stories - whatever and wherever the muse 
takes us, we write! 
    Meeting weekly keeps us motivated. We support each other and gain confidence. 
  We stay passionate and persist and learn the all-important discipline to keep writing - the most 
valuable lesson of all. 
 We finish (most of )what we start and are now published! Enjoy… 

  

Mairi Neil,  

Writer/Teacher  

Writing Creatively Towards The Future 

(Cover: Photographs of Longbeach Place display Kingston Arts Gallery, M.Neil, 2018, and Seahorse 
quilt, Australian Quilt Convention M. Neil 2015) 

This collection is copyright apart from any fair dealing for the purposes of private study, research, 
criticism or review, as permitted under the Copyright Act. No part may be reproduced without prior 
permission, please direct enquiries to publisher M. Neil. All rights reserved. 2019: copyright belongs 
with the authors. If you enjoy our creativity join us for writing & friendship at Longbeach Place in 
2019.  

Teacher, Mairi Neil, blogging at Up The Creek With A Pen Writing, http://mairineil.com                                     
Contact: mairi@ozemail.com.au  

http://mairineil.com
mailto:mairi@ozemail.com.au
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Lost World 
Ann Hammann 

A man stands alone on the river bank 
tall, dark, sleek of limb 
his bare torso decorated in ochre and white 
his pointy spear rests still beside him. 

His eyes stare into the far-away plain 
his brow is furrowed with unvoiced pain 
the names of his ancestors echo in his mind 
like weeping, willowy ghosts of the past. 

He grieves for lost lands and freedom 
gradually, whittled away by invaders 
they took possession of his land, forced retreat 
into a shell not to his liking. 

Life in a settlement can be grey and bleak 
without energy, joy or purpose 
he stands solemn and still on the river bank 
to remember, to honour, and to dream. 
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The Dive 
Ann Hammann 

I love walking by the sea 
oblivious in my reverie 
winter air is fresh 
I catch my breath 
as I see a man on the quay. 

He’s standing precarious on a narrow ledge 
arms stretched upwards as if giving a pledge 
could it be that? 
no, surely, not that! 
fascinated, I watch him plunge off the edge. 

He disappears beneath the sea 
erased from my view, momentarily 
the ripples subside 
as if to hide 
all trace of him – gone for eternity. 

Suddenly, his head surges from the sea 
and he begins swimming effortlessly 
his arms are strong 
propel him along 
as he strives for shore and safety. 
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Thursday’s Child 
Ann Hammann 

Jerry held the beautifully, illustrated volume of Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes in his weathered 
hands and cleared his throat as he prepared to read to his two young children. Robust, lively, 
four-year old, Danny couldn’t sit still for a minute, a contrast to three-year old Evie, a loving 
and thoughtful child, who snuggled close as she listened. 

 ‘Monday’s child is fair of face,’ he began, looking at Evie with a smile.  ‘Tuesday’s child is full 
of grace…’ Danny started wriggling and kicking his feet against the coffee table.  
 ‘Wednesday’s child is full of woe,’ Jerry continued gamely. 
 ‘What’s woe?’ asked Danny in a high-pitched, childish voice. 
 ‘It means sad,’ said Danny. 
 ‘Why is the child sad?' whined Danny. 
 ‘I don’t know,’ said Jerry, and continued reading. ‘Thursday’s child has far to go.’ 
 ‘Where’s he going?’ asked the curious Danny. 
 ‘He’s going to school,’ said Jerry. 
 ‘What’s school?’ 
 ‘A place where children go to learn how to read,’ said Jerry patiently. ‘You’ll be starting school 
soon. You’ll be able to read books all by yourself. Won’t that be wonderful?’ 
 But Danny had already lost interest and was amusing himself by poking at the buttons on the 
sound equipment. 
 Jerry sighed and glanced at Evie. She had fallen asleep under his arm. He tucked her into bed 
and tried to summon up some energy. He knew Danny would keep him stretched for at least 
another hour. 
 As he put the beautifully, illustrated volume of Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes back on the 
shelf, he couldn’t help but wish his wife was home. 
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Before The Storm 
Ann Hammann 

I walk around the lake, the air is still 
dark clouds are gathering over the hill 
soon I’ll arrive 
I hope I’ll survive 
the fight with my husband, Phil. 

He was grumpy at breakfast this morning 
niggling at me, forever complaining 
I went out to think 
I’m on the brink 
my life’s about to be changing. 

I arrived home and opened the door 
when I saw Phil, my jaw hit the floor 
all spruced up 
energetic like a pup 
‘I’m leaving,' he said, ‘you’re a bore!’ 
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Dining In The Mist 
Ann Hammann 

I sit on the hard wooden slats of a chair 
in the shadow of an outdoor umbrella 
it’s late afternoon and the air is damp 
fog descends and settles on the river. 

While I’m waiting for my companion to arrive 
I sip my coffee and take in the scene 
the hushed silence around me quite surreal 
even the passing train is mute. 

No other diners have ventured out it seems 
no doubt keen to avoid the dreary day 
all vibrant colour has been sucked from the scene 
by nature’s unpredictable and wily way. 

I think of the man I’m waiting to meet 
introduced online, we spoke on the phone 
his picture was appealing, his conversation smart 
we agree to meet here on a date. 

Time creeps by slowly, my cup now empty 
I glance at my watch, it’s getting dark 
my shoulders droop slightly as I finally realise 
that this opportunity has passed. 

The waiter comes out and politely asks 
‘Is there anything else I can get for you?’ 
I shake my head and look around one more time 
then slowly get up and walk to the station. 
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A Trying Day 
Ann Hammann 

Jenny hunched over her desk, which creaked under the weight of paper; not just a sheaf or two, 
but hundreds and hundreds of pages, some bound, some clipped together and stacked, and 
some just thrown carelessly in her in-tray.  
 Her shoulders sagged under the burden of unfinished work; her tense face creased by a frown. 
A glance around the room confirmed most of her colleagues had left for the day. It was just after 
5.00pm on a winter’s day and Jenny wished she could join them. But, no, she had to finish a 
briefing note to the Minister for the next day’s parliamentary session. Her boss wanted it by 
6.00pm so he could approve the content and pass it up the line. 
 Before long, her boss, Henry, wandered into the room. Looking over her shoulder, he asked, 
‘How’s it going?’  
 ‘Okay,' mumbled Jenny, and without looking up, continued to jot down notes. Her head 
throbbed but she knew she had to produce a decent piece of work. The topic of the brief, an 
issue headlining newspapers that morning – a scandal about dubious allocation of funds in a 
large metropolitan hospital. Jenny had to summarise the facts from gathered resource material, 
identify the main issues and make suggestions for the Minister’s response to the inevitable 
questions in Parliament. 
 She was making good progress and with ideas sorted she started typing. It was now 5.35pm, if 
no further interruptions, the brief would be completed in time. Then, seemingly out of 
nowhere, Henry re-appeared in front of her desk. Jenny could see he was inwardly seething and 
anxious. ‘Are you almost finished? I have to leave soon.’ 
 ‘Not quite,’ mumbled Jenny, head down and fingers racing across the keyboard. She was due 
to leave later that evening for a weekend on the ski slopes and wished she was already there. 
 Henry paced nervously around her desk as if that would somehow make her go faster. When 
he stopped directly in front of her, she looked up. His form outlined against the nearby window 
contrasted with the dull grey of winter outside. He appeared illuminated by some stray light 
beams bouncing off his pink face and ruddy red hair. 
 To Jenny, the edges of his long thin face seemed to dissolve in a shimmering haze. His face 
took on a more rounded form and became fluffy and white. Before her eyes, his nose grew into 
a long beak and his arms became flapping wings. He still wore a tie tucked into grey rolled-up 
trousers but a pair of spindly legs peeked out from beneath and claws crowned his bare feet. 
Jenny’s astonished eyes widened and she watched with delight as his beak moved up and down.  
 ‘Squawk, Squawk.’  
 She typed the final few words and hit the print key. It was 5.50pm, well within the deadline. 
She collected the pages from the printer and rushed back to deliver them to her boss. In her 
haste, she didn’t notice the fold in the carpet and tripped. The pages flew out of her hand, and 
fluttered through the air. 
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Still perched on the window sill, her boss flew up and grabbed the pages with his pointy beak. 
Uttering a squawk in lieu of a thank-you, he scurried back into his office. 
 Jenny grabbed her bag and coat and raced out of the office, ready to embark on a weekend of 
pleasure. 
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Restaurant Review 
Ann Hammann 

Bruce waited patiently at reception for a full ten minutes before anyone noticed his presence. 
Finally, a young girl sauntered over and led him to his table. They entered the noisy interior, 
and Bruce noticed nearly every seat was occupied. He tried to avoid tripping over an 
outstretched leg as he passed other diners to reach his own small table for two, located in a 
relatively quiet spot in the rear corner. 
 After giving his order to the waitress, he pulled out his laptop with a view to working on a 
piece started earlier that day. It was to be a short two-act comedy for the local theatre group of 
which he was a member. It was his first attempt at writing a play. And the animated 
conversation from the tables in front made it difficult to concentrate, but he carried on 
determined to make progress. 
 He set the play in a small rural town. He hadn’t decided the year or century, but the plot was 
simple and timeless: an inexperienced, young man develops a crush on a young lady and 
worships her from afar. His best friend convinces him he should try to arrange a meeting with 
the young lady with a view to making a good impression. The play follows his hapless 
endeavours to pursue the girl. After many mishaps and some witty dialogue he succeeds in 
arranging an accidental meeting. 
 Bruce took a sip of water from a glass. He hadn’t noticed the waiter place it on the table and 
the cold water momentarily, quelled the rumble in his stomach. He gazed around the room 
observing the movement of diners coming and going: heads bobbing, chairs sliding, and waiters 
gliding between the tables with fully laden trays. He caught a whiff of the many different 
aromas wafting through the air and groaning slightly, he resisted looking at his watch. Focus on 
the play, he chided himself. 
 Suddenly, a loud crash of glass shattering, was quickly followed by exasperated utterances 
from a waiter. Bruce guessed the waiter a victim of a guest’s outstretched limb. The tables were 
quite small and probably placed too close together, but Bruce had heard the food was good. He 
returned to his play and wrote a comic scene involving his hero tripping and splashing a drink 
on his lady at their first meeting. At the end of writing the scene, he paused and noticed a large 
group of guests making a noisy departure. Not long afterwards, a waiter appeared and set down 
a delicious looking meal in front of Bruce. 
 Fresh aromas tickled his nostrils as Bruce heard the waiter mumble a quick apology for the 
delay before disappearing into the kitchen. Noting the time, Bruce tucked into his meal, 
savouring every bite of portions generous enough to satisfy the ravenous hunger built over the 
past hour. After finishing the last morsel, he leant back in the chair and sipped his glass of wine. 
Feeling mellow, he packed up the pages of his play and set about his next task. 
 As a part-time writer for the local Chronicle, his assignment tonight was to review the 
restaurant. This job will be easy, he thought. 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The Adventures Of Scruffy And Muffy 
Ted Beesley 
Thanks to Milly for the original inspiration and for Tara providing the means… 

Chapter One 

I was born in the Ozzie Bush, somewhere north of Melbourne or so they say. My new owners 
Robyn and Ed drove out that way to pick me up. I was eight weeks old. My dog mum gave 
birth to four of us and after a while we all went our own way. Luckily, Muffy was chosen to 
come with me, so they put us in a box and drove us home.  
 My owners are okay, I guess. They look after us pretty well, bought us lots of toys, a kennel, 
and a nice warm bed. Why they wasted their money on that I’ll never know. From the start they 
let us sleep inside. He even lets us snuggle under the bedclothes with him.  
 I must be pretty cute, you know; although I once heard her say, 'Scruffy has a disability.’ That 
is the politically correct way of saying that I have an underbite and weird ears that don’t quite sit 
right. My fur is a bit all over the place, but hey, strangers keep stopping me in the street to pat 
me and tell me, I am gorgeous, so I have to believe them! 
 We live near the beach and most days Muff and I head off for a play. Once we are down at the 
beach and let off our leads, we go crazy. I keep everyone amused with my jumping trick. I only 
weigh 3kilos so it’s pretty easy to fly through the air and be caught. It gives so much pleasure. 
Muffy can’t do it ‘cos she is too heavy. Six kilos! She’s always eating my dinner, when I am just 
trying to slowly, savour each morsel. What is that by the way? It tastes great but looks terrible. 

Chapter Two 

After a few months of contentment an event happened that changed my life. I had been 
perfectly happy eating, sleeping, and just hanging around, when HE drove up in this big white 
thing. I heard Robyn call it a van. Boy, do I hate it!  
 This is the downside of being small. They can just pick you up and force you to do almost 
anything. I watched for a few hours as they walked back and forth loading all sorts of things 
into the back. From a distance I could see a bed, a sink, and a stove. 
 ‘Okay, let’s go,’ Ed said, grabbing me in his two big hands and forcing me into the front seat. 
I cried and squirmed, but bad luck! He strapped me and Muffy in and got in too, and SHE 
started the engine. Oh, my God! I thought. I hate that noise.  
 What’s that smell? My stomach started to churn. I could taste my breakfast. She drove around 
the corner and I left half my brekkie behind, mostly over his leg. They didn’t stop though. On 
and on we went. The bumping and turning; starting and stopping.  
 Here I am, only a pint sized pup, jammed between two big lumps. They seemed to be having 
a lovely time chatting away. I’ll show them! I thought, and up came the rest of my breakfast in 
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her lap this time. Muffy tried to help. She kept licking me and saying, 'Come on Scruff, it’s not 
too bad.’ 
 The drive lasted about three hours. Eventually, I was able to get a bit of rest and when we 
stopped there was a beautiful lake with swans, ducks and even a huge pelican. They tied us up 
and set up camp. I must admit it was heavenly sitting on the grass in the sun with that view.  

Chapter Three 

The next day we headed off, no driving I am pleased to say. We walked down by the river and 
into town. It was quite a pleasant time, I thought, running around the park and on the sand. 
Problem is, that night when Muffy and I were snuggling down for sleep I could tell that she was 
unhappy. 
 'What’s up, Muff?' I asked.  
 ‘Oh, I have had a terrible day, Scruff. I am so glad it’s over.’  
 We laid there, her head on my tummy, and she told me what had happened. We had been 
down by the river and in the park. No one made mention of the fact that there was a Fun Run 
in town that day. Everything was fine until they needed a coffee or ice-cream or whatever.  
 ‘They picked you up, Scruffy, cos as usual you were yapping and carrying on. However, I was 
being dragged along the main street where people were moving in all directions. Legs were all 
over the place – long ones, hairy ones, some in tights, in high heels, sneakers, skirts, pants, kids 
and oldies, one on a skateboard, other dogs…’  
 I remembered we’d glanced at each other as we passed, often with that RUOK? expression.  
 ‘Can you believe a cyclist rode fast through this crowd? He cycled so close to my paw it made 
me sweat!’ 
 ‘Some folks were lucky to be sitting at one of those outdoor coffee tables. I spotted a chip 
under a chair and just as I grabbed it, HE pulled me hard by my collar. I missed out again! 
Eventually, I gave up and let out a little yelp. HE realised the trouble I was in and thankfully, 
picked me up.’  
 Scruffy, I must say I have enjoyed our holiday so far, but today was a nightmare.’ 
 ‘Good night Muff.’  
 ‘Good night Scruff.’ Lick, lick. 
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Chapter Four 

We had a few days of rest and relaxation at the campsite until, one morning after brekkie, they 
forgot to tie us up. Muffy and I decided to explore the campsite a little further. We ran along 
the river bank finding all sorts of interesting things, dead and alive.  
 Muffy is a great one for sniffing out dead things. She loves finding birds, fish - and even rats! 
Once found we have tugs of war until bits fly everywhere. Rolling in the bits just adds to the 
fun. This day didn’t turn out to be so much fun though.  
 I could hear HER calling me, which of course made me run faster. I was down near the river 
and next thing I know I am trapped in a bush of some kind. I wriggled around trying to free 
myself. 'HELP! HELP!’ I shrieked. My fur felt like it was on fire. SHE arrived on the scene. 
‘HELP! HELP! HELP!’ 
 She picked me up and went back to the van, me shrieking and wriggling all the way. Every 
part of my tiny body was burning. My paws, my tail but mostly my face. SHE held me between 
her legs and had a firm grip on my head. I struggled to get away when gradually I began to 
listen and heard her say, ‘Settle down little man. You’ve rolled in stinging nettles. I need to pull 
them out.’  
 Once I relaxed, I could feel that my face was not so hot. Around my nose and mouth was the 
worst but one by one she removed those horrible prickles. Things started to improve. It took her 
a good hour to clean me up. I felt sorry for her when it was all over because it was Muffy’s turn. 
It took lots of time and patience to help us out.  
 Thinking about it later I realised I had been silly running away. Had I learned a lesson? No 
way! I’m only a puppy you know. 

To Be Continued. 
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Wet Evening In Bourke Street Lane 
Susan O’Shea 
 

At a glance, 
carnival lights shimmering 
through to damp darkness 
then,  
two people,  
blurred in movement 
the yellow splash 
of a racing cab 
Bookshop 
Expresso Bar 
solid, grounding, 
REAL 

Melbourne - Banks of the Yarra 
Susan O’Shea 

Stark, riverbank park 
ghostly, lonely, leafless tree 
towers over an empty bench 
tall buildings 
shrouded in white mist 
this whole scene evokes 
a still voice beneath my heart 
nothing lasts in this world 
nothing lasts. 
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Melbourne: Flinders Street Station 
Susan O’Shea 

An empty Federation Square 
parked bicycles - 
no sign of their riders 
cars suspended in movement 
under small powder puff clouds 
Two arrows: turn left sign 
turn left 
No, I don’t want to remember 
the past 
of my family and friends who  
once walked here 
I don’t want this ‘new’ normal 
of strangers and fears 
Nothing lasts in this world, 
nothing lasts  
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I Love Smoking (After Dr Seuss) 
Susan O’Shea 

I love smoking, those rasping sounds of choking 
The yucky smell of ‘baccy, wafting through my clothes tacky!  

I’m feeling smoking HOT!  
I’m a ‘Butts out!’ Lady but if I don’t have one I go crazy. 

Nothing turns me towards smoking 
As does an invasive “Do Not Puff!’ 

Now all those heavy drinkers meant to cope with smoking stinkers 
Stagger into walls, knock over people as they growl “Butt Out!” 

I have been a polite smoker, keep my distance will not choke yer! 
But I crave the smell of ‘baccy when I meet small minds in nappies  

I want to say, ‘I hate smoking!’ but around the thought police I’m not coping! 
So let me have my little puffs, I will be sweet I’ll smile ‘Enough!’ 

So I squirt my frangipani, take deep breaths no longer angry 
And now I smell almost like a scented candle on a spike! 
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Gathering from Purgatory  
(an exercise in point of view) 

Susan O’Shea 
Scene: a ‘singles’ gathering in a Bentleigh hotel 

Character One: - (a woman in her fifties whose husband left her for a much younger look 
alike.) I don’t want to turn into a sour old cow!! 
Thinks:  It’s a room full of other people’s rejects. 
  Am I made of money? Twenty dollars just to walk in! What next? Twenty dollars  
  for just breathing in here? 
  So many ugly old men, pretending to be younger than what they are. 
  Oh, C’mon! If he is ten years younger than me, what’s happened to his skin? 
  Looks as if he’s been sun shrivelled for ten years! 

Character Two: - (a man in his late forties. He’s been spoiled ridiculously, since childhood. 
The kind of bloke that can’t believe he could go anywhere near someone of his own vintage, as 
that’s ‘too old’.) Friends With benefits. 
‘Friends With benefits’ sense of humour when speaking to ‘I don’t want to turn into a sour old 
cow’!! 
He:  You look as if you need another drink! 
She:  Oh, you want to shout me one? That’s lovely of you. 
He:  Just joking, ‘Doris’. 

He gives her a little sneer and heads over to the other side of the room where a group of women 
in their late twenties and early thirties are gathered. As she hears him bragging away to them 
about how he loves to have ‘friends with benefits’, she wishes for several more drinks just to 
cope with this gathering from purgatory, and spends her last couple of notes on a large stiff 
bourbon - no ice. 

Enter Character Three. (This lady is a Reiki Healer who believes that she can shift the 
seeming impossible to the possible - just by sowing little seeds. She’s ageless, as far as she sees 
herself, and this actually gives her a very youthful, dreamy facial and auric glow. No high heels 
for this one! She is in rainbow coloured skirts and neat little sandals. She’s actually in her early 
sixties but whose gonna know it! She descends on I don’t want to turn into a sour old cow!! 
Just as she descends into her bourbon.) The seed Sower 

Character One thinking about Character Three: She has to be stoned! 

Friends with Benefits: (calls to The Seed Sower) Hey are you a witch?  (laughs at his own joke) 
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The Seed Sower is carrying little pamphlets, which she happily drops on tables and into the 
hands of everyone she comes across. 

Friends With Benefits (picks up a pamphlet): What’s this about being a half person, lady?  
          You look pretty round to me! 

I don’t want to be a sour old cow!! (Just about spilling her bourbon she has a quick read of the 
pamphlet): 
  ‘Single’ is a nasty word. It implies that you are a half person, but, people, believe  
  it! You are born whole. A half person looking for another half? Isn’t it better to   
  share and enjoy the company of other wholes? That’s ‘whole’ with a big fat ‘W’!  
  The opposite of falling into a HOLE. Much love, blessings, and Namaste! 
      Ma Saravista  
  (but you are welcome to call me by my birth name, Sheila.) 
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Memories 1 
Tricia Wasson 

I loved painting and taking photographs 
I love trees - especially trees in full bloom 
I used to take a lot of photographs 
and often felt as if I couldn’t stop 
there were so many in Chelsea and Carrum 

I also loved the beach and remember Edithvale 
where I’d have a coffee in the same cafe 
watching people pass by. Lots of children 
and I met a lady who taught dancing 
she taught many children, including mine 

At an Eisteddfod in Ballarat I stayed for a week 
helping the children who were doing ballet 
One of the lady’s young daughters 
is teaching Chloe Rose - skills passed on 
I have tried to teach others too 

I still take photos and carry my camera 
sometimes. I like black and white photos 
although Carrum looks grey sometimes. 
Imagination is needed and a good memory  
to write what I hear mentioned and what I see 

As you grow old, you forget… 
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Memories 2 
Tricia Wasson 

Uluru used to be called Ayers Rock 
It was a Dreamtime, I remember 
I still call it Ayers Rock 

I also love poems by Dr Seuss 
and remember learning nursery rhymes 
I do love Humpty Dumpty 

I don’t like the possums  
they ruin gardens 
and are very cheeky 

I love cooking 
especially cooking apples 
and scones without cream 

I also like making Baklava 
a dish not easy to make 
it takes a lot of patience 

It’s a Greek dish 
sweet with syrup 
and not so much sugar 

I remember meeting ex-Prime Minister 
Tony Abbott and still like him 
he’s very good volunteering with CFA 

I like limericks,  
they are a lot of fun 
but not easy to write. 
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Memories 3 
Tricia Wasson 
 
Most people like poetry 
it is nice to hear 
when I like something 
I write it out in a special book 
I’ve kept this book at home 
since I was young  
and often read it. 

I do like where I live now 
a ‘Home Beautiful’ place 
convenient to public transport 
five minutes walk 
and there are beautiful trees 
I love sitting under these 
to read or watch passersby 

You don’t see kites often now 
it was good at the park 
when there were lots of activities 
I remember watching Mary Poppins 
and the scene in the movie 
of the children flying kites 
reminded me of my special park 
It’s windsurfing now that’s popular 
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Memories 4 
Tricia Wasson 

Soon it will be Christmas Day 
Time goes so quickly 
on Boxing Day I go to the cricket 
a tradition for years 
meeting a friend 
catching the train 
finding a good place to sit 
watching the game 
I love cricket and loved that tradition 
but this year because of ill-health 
my seat will be 
In front of the TV 

Diary Entry, Tuesday, October 29, 2019 
Tricia Wasson 

I was not looking forward to today because it was meant to be very hot. 
I am not a summer person. 
I worry about how my beautiful dog, Bella will cope with the heat. 
Bella is fifteen years old and I have to check she has lots of water. 
My friend takes Bella for a walk because it is too hard for me to do that now. 
Bella is beautiful.  
I think I care for my dog more than some people. 
I didn’t have a good morning because of the problem with my leg. 
I don’t complain because there are others with problems too. 
Tomorrow, Wednesday, I will go out for lunch 
I’m really looking forward to it. 
I enjoy having time and space to write at home.  
I’m not really a TV person. 
I did some washing this morning early and I know the clothes will dry easily 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Family Stories by Instalment 
Tricia Wasson 

I was born in Melbourne. My mother never worked during this time due to the war. (WW2) 
My father was in the Australian Navy. There were six of us girls, one died at the age of six 
months and that left five sisters.  
 Father always said how much he loved his girls. 
 I was the eldest and my mother had a lot to do looking after us. When I was about ten or 
eleven years old my Mother was taken to hospital and as the eldest I had to take on extra 
responsibilities and had quite a lot to do helping and looking after my sisters. 
 My mother was in St Vincent’s Hospital and she’d fix the nun’s clothes. 
 All of the girls were quite different, especially me. Most of them were not interested in the 
arts like I was and I joined amateur theatre. I have been in lots of shows and my favourite was 
Oklahoma 

My nephew Dylan lives with me. He is still studying and goes to TAFE twice a week. He had 
lots of problems at school with boys fighting and bullying, and even some girls. He finished 
with school and went to TAFE to study computers because that was a subject he knew well. 
 He is doing so well and also want to help his parents because they have just had another baby 
- a son. The little boy is six months old now so there is a big age gap between Dylan and his 
baby brother. 

I have a relative with twin boys, they’ll be two in November. To celebrate their birthday we went 
to a park in Mentone. It was such a beautiful day and my friend and I walked around the 
perimeter of the park. 
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Sweet Peas 
Judy Keller 

Sweet peas are one of my favourite flowers. Right up there on the favourite list beside peonies. 
When I think about it both varieties have things in common. Both come in various colours, 
often pinks of assorted hues. No accident that pink is one of my favourite colours.  
 Sweet peas and peonies are seasonal and harbingers of spring. Two of the few variety of 
flowers that cannot be grown year round in flower farms. If you want to grow a sweet pea, here 
are some hints that may help you: 
 Firstly, they need a position with some sun. Not necessarily a full sun, but at least for half a 
day and preferably, in the morning. A sheltered position will protect the flowers when they 
bloom. 
 Sweet peas are climbers. They need a trellis to climb. They have thin tendrils, like tiny strings, 
and need to cling onto something as they grow. I find wire netting attached to a fence ideal. 
 Sweet peas flower in late winter/early spring, depending on the weather conditions. 
Traditionalists, of whom I’m one, recommend planting the seeds on St Patrick’s Day, in March. 
It certainly doesn’t need to be March 17 but around this time is optimal. 
 Sweet peas come in a variety of types. Some are grown for their colour - mainly blueish - and 
others for their size. I prefer the fragrant ones and choose the seed packets accordingly. I add 
some blood and bone and seed-raising soil along the fence line and then poke a hole in the soil 
with my index finger and insert one seed into the hole and repeat the exercise a few centimetres 
apart. 
 It is also possible to grow sweet peas from seedlings, usually available in late winter. Seedlings 
do not always transplant well because they are quite delicate. I prefer to use them to fill up 
blank holes where seeds have not grown.I find it exciting to see the seeds sprouting and then 
producing small leaves.  
 Once the plants are tall enough they can be wound around the wire to give the tendrils 
something to cling to. Then it’s really a matter of watching and waiting for several months as 
they gradually become taller and grow up the trellis.  
 I find they only need watering if it is particularly dry weather. Always take care to water softly 
to preserve their fragile roots and petals. I love watching them grow. They are full of promise 
until finally around mid-September, depending on the year, buds start to form. This is a good 
time to commence liquid fertilising the plants every fortnight. I use Power Feed. Again apply 
this gently. 
 Once the flowers bloom they make lovely, fragrant, indoor flowers. A few people may find the 
scent overpowering, especially those with allergies. However, when I tie a small bunch with 
specially bought blue ribbon and give them to people, almost universally everyone expresses 
great appreciation. I enjoy being able to give people joy from this simple gift. 
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The sweet pea is a flowering plant in the genus Lathyrus in the family Fabaceae, native to Sicily, Cyprus, 
southern Italy and the Aegean Islands. It is an annual climbing plant, growing to a height of 1–2 
metres, where suitable support is available. Wikipedia 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You could tell that he was a tourist … 
Judy Keller 

It wasn’t that he made no effort to fit in. Clearly, he had. He’d bought a black beret that so 
many Frenchmen wear with aplomb. A very nice French beret that would probably look very 
‘French’ if worn in Australia.  
 However, here in Paris, its angle on his head just a little more tilted and he seemed aware of 
wearing it, as if to say, ‘I have the beret; I must be French.’  
 But Frenchmen have a knack of being casually chic and appear as if they’ve made no effort at 
all. 
 It wasn’t just the beret. It was also the shoes.  
 This man, obviously needed to walk all day, as tourists often do. Chic French street brogues 
weren’t going to serve that purpose so he’d resorted to sneakers. They were all black and at a 
glance seemed to blend in. A closer look revealed thick soles and sporty cut - they are not 
typical French streetwear. 
 To me, his trying too hard to attain the French innate sense of style was worse than saying, 
‘I’m not French, never will be French and I won’t pretend to be. I love your style but I can’t 
emulate it.’  
 Instead of trying to ‘be French’ tourists should say, ‘I will dress well in your city because I 
know it’s important to people living here. I just won’t be copying you.’  
 Do you agree? 
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Peregrine Falcons 
Judy Keller 

My passion, - well maybe obsession - at present is watching the live video stream of the nest of 
peregrine falcons on the 34th floor of 367 Collins Street in the Melbourne central business 
district. A pair of peregrines have laid and hatched eggs there for the past fifteen years. 
Peregrines usually nest on cliffs and high places in the wild; they do not build a nest as such but 
find a flat ledge and lay their eggs there. 
 This peregrine pair have found a ledge on this high rise building and that’s good enough for 
them. Originally, it was a drain and previously some years when it rained the eggs got washed 
away. Building Management installed a rough, wooden box and the birds have laid their eggs in 
the box ever since. 
 The live stream starts when the female lays her eggs, usually in late August. The parents 
alternate sitting on the eggs. This year four eggs were laid. There is a Facebook page for lovers of 
the birds and much chatter about when the eggs will hatch as well as other topics of interest. 
This year two eggs hatched about twelve hours apart. The third egg hatched three days later and 
that chick has remained smaller than it’s siblings. The fourth egg did not hatch. As 67% of 
nestlings do not live to be a year old a start of three out of four eggs is considered good. 
 I enjoy watching the live streaming a lot. We have it set up on our TV and this is one of the 
few times in a year our television is on constantly, during the day. Every day the birds are 
different. Now they are about three weeks old, nearly as big as their father and still largely 
covered in their white fluffy feathers although with hints of their adult plumage. 
 The parents hunt around the area for prey - always other birds - mostly pigeons, which they 
bring to feed the nestlings. Initially, the mother in particular, carefully breaks off food and 
gently puts it in the nestlings mouths with a maximum of about a teaspoon per feed. Now both 
parents break off quite large chunks and even dangle it above the chicks encouraging them to 
grab it. There is much talk on Facebook as to whether the birds are all thriving and getting 
enough food.  
 Last year only one of the three that hatched fledged, possibly because they were fed pigeons 
that had eaten rats, which had been poisoned. Peregrines nesting in cities have lower survival 
rates than those in the country. 
 There are knowledgeable birds of prey experts who monitor the nest. I enjoy their 
contributions. One of them, Dr Victor Hurley, wrote his PhD, completed about ten years ago, 
on Victorian peregrines. He compared the number and welfare of peregrines after DDT 
spraying was halted in Victoria in 2005. Apparently, numbers of birds of prey are a reliable 
indicator as to how external factors affect the environment. The numbers of birds increased after 
the halting of DDT spraying. I’ve found this thesis to be extremely interesting and informative. 
 The conveners on Facebook warn against using anthropomorphism - that is giving the 
nestlings names and human emotions and qualities. So easy to do and certainly some observers 
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are guilty of this. Even though it is possible to watch the birds’ growth and movement they are 
still wild and vulnerable. Last year it probably would have been possible to treat the nestlings 
when they became ill but the conveners did not intervene. I could write a lot more on the lives 
of peregrine falcons, sharing information I’ve learnt from observing and reading about them. 
This is the second year it has become an obsession and tomorrow I plan to go into the city and 
see if I can see the parents flying around. The exact location of the nest on 367 Collins Street is 
top secret to protect the birds from drones or other interference.  
 However, I have heard, if you sit at a particular cafe on Southbank and look towards the 
building you sometimes see the parents flying around. Some of my friends do find me 
somewhat obsessed and I guess that’s true, but it’s a great interest and hobby to indulge in for a 
few weeks a year, and an opportunity not usually available to connect with nature. 

 

PS. This year the  smaller nestling became weaker and died. However, the other two fledged 
from the nest and have been seen flying around the city with their parents, who look after them 
until they achieve their first kill, and then I’m told they are unceremoniously banished to find 
their own territory. 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Indecision 
Cynthia Tuvel 
‘Should we kill it?’ Felicity was afraid but at the same time fascinated by the sight of the snake 
slowly devouring the mouse. Michael stood, transfixed. He’d never seen a snake eating before 
and took a selfie with the snake in the background. Amazed at his stupidity, Felicity thought 
who turns their back on a snake? She remembered the shovel in the shed and wondered if she 
had the courage to kill the snake. She’d never killed anything before. However, the idea of a 
snake being free to slither around the yard was not appealing.  
 'What's it going to be then, eh?’ 
 'We can’t kill it, snakes are protected,’ Michael said scrolling through his phone. 'It says all 
Wildlife is protected and we could be fined.' 
 Felicity was curious, 'What sort of snake is it?'  
 'Tiger,' he replied. That did it for Felicity, tiger snakes are highly venomous. 
 'You keep watch, I’m going to get Stevie. I’ll get him to kill it.'  
 Felicity ran into the house and quickly returned dragging a reluctant Stevie still in his PJ’s. 
'There,' she said pointing at the snake. 
 'You weren’t joking!' Stevie said with a nervous quiver. He glanced at the snake’s tongue 
flicking in and out of its mouth.It seemed to be eyeing him off. 
 'He’s never done anything like this before,’ Michael said, gauging Stevie’s reaction to the 
snake. 
 'Done what?' Stevie said, stepping back.  
 'Killed a snake.’ Michael realised he was within striking distance and stepped back too. 
Felicity, a girl of action, couldn’t believe they were unwilling to do something. Didn’t they 
understand the danger if the snake decided to take off? 'It is a beautiful and terrible thing and 
should therefore be treated with great caution,’ Stevie said. He’d been reading the Philosophers 
Stone when Felicity dragged him out of bed. 
 'What do you mean, it is a beautiful and terrible thing?' Felicity was running out of patience, 
'for heaven’s sake it’s a bloody tiger snake. We need to kill it before it gets away.' 
 'People have been known to get bitten trying to kill a snake,' Michael said, 'I’m going to ring 
a snake handler.’ The snake began to slither towards the bushes and suddenly, all hell broke 
loose.  
 Stevie realised the snake was heading his way. He made a sudden movement and the snake 
reared ready to strike him. Felicity had fetched the shovel from the shed when Michael was on 
the phone so took a swipe at the snake but missed. The snake struck her on the back of her 
hand. Felicity screamed. Stevie screamed. Michael dialled 000. 
 As the ambulance pulled out of the driveway, Stevie turned to Michael. 'Where’d the snake 
go?’ Michael shrugged. 'You were right. It was indeed a beautiful and terrible thing.’  
 They walked back to the house together and the snake slithered under the back veranda 
unnoticed. 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A Mother’s Grief 
Cynthia Tuvel 

He walks down the street with a vacant stare 
He shuffles his feet and his toes are bare 
His hands they hang limply by his side 
He has nowhere to go and nowhere to hide 

People pass him by as if he isn’t there 
They don’t know he is full of despair 
They rush about too busy to think 
To wonder if he’s had something to eat or drink 
 
Those that notice him shrink away 
Afraid he might bother them and cause delay 
They wrinkle their noses in disgust 
Not caring what circumstances made him thus 

Somewhere his Mother sits in their home 
Wondering about her son, ‘Is he alone?’ 
She hasn’t heard tell of him for months 
His case workers they don’t give a humph 

There’s a knock on the door she opens it wide 
To let the policemen come inside 
They gently tell her of her son’s demise 
And leave her to cope with the grief that will rise 

She no longer ponders where her son is now 
She knows where he is and wonders how 
What happened to him, to make him go? 
To the place God has provided for those who know 

That to sleep is peaceful, a perfect release 
His spirit now free in sweet repose 
From the cares of this world until the time  
the trumpet sounds and He says, ‘thou art mine.’ 
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First Time 
Cynthia Tuvel 

I haven’t had the time 
I know you like a rhyme. 
However… the time has past, 
and the hour is now here. 
If I don’t get it down 
it will just disappear. 

The words they flow like water 
that’s pouring from a tap. 
I know that if I hesitate 
there will be a gap. 

Oh, now I’ve gone and done it, 
I’ve done it yet again. 
The words that sound so different 
are beginning to sound the same. 
I’m supposed to write a free verse 
I hope I’ve got it right. 

I’ve never tried this before 
it’s new and sounds so trite. 
For someone who likes a rhyme 
of words that make a beat. 

Like music that becomes a song 
to make you tap your feet. 
The free verse leaves you stumbling 
although it is so humbling. 
It really doesn’t matter  
if you fail to get it right. 
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Hounded 
Cynthia Tuvel 

The black dog snapped at Fiona’s heels. She trembled with the familiar dread. If she didn’t fight, 
she would soon be unable to function. It was over a year since the last bite.  
 She remembered going to ground, drawing the curtains, switching off her mobile and hiding 
under the bedclothes. She refused to answer the door and her worried brother broke into the 
house. 
 Fiona didn’t know what hit her the first time she’d been bitten by the black dog. Her family 
and friends equally confused when she hid in her flat. What triggered her withdrawal? She 
nearly lost her job. Her concerned mother took her to doctors.  
 The diagnosis, ‘Not clinical - psychological.’  
 With the help of a psychologist Fiona discovered what had brought on the deep depression. 
She’d been triggered; the terminology for an unconscious reaction to certain stimuli.  
 A trigger could be a smell, the way a person spoke or looked, or something as innocuous as a 
bird hitting a window. She’d worked through many triggers, found her grounding and had 
managed to keep the black dog at bay. 
 Over the last twelve months she’d heard the barking in the distance but managed to keep 
ahead of it - until now. The black dog approached her stealthily and sank its teeth into her heel. 
She’d managed to kick it away, distract it, but here it was snapping again.  
 The lounge-room darkened as Fiona sat on the couch, rocking back and forth, hugging 
herself. She racked her brain for answers to the dread. Tentatively, she reached down and started 
to pat the black dog. Perhaps she could train the hound, embrace this part of her reality… no 
longer live in fear. If she learned how to understand and control what triggered the attacks, 
eventually they may even be friends. 
 

Metaphorical Moments 
Cynthia Tuvel 
In a little book of memories 
strung together like beads 
golden threads of wisdom… 
How do we measure these? 
Soft, silk, chiffon and velvet 
tied up in a pink ribbon 
A gift for those she loves 
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I Love Walking (After Dr Seuss) 
Mairi Neil 

I love walking, I love the view 
I love it more when I walk with you. 
I love how you strut looking so proud 
And other dog walkers praise is loud. 

I love your energy, it’s catching. My pace and yours, matching. 
I love your joy, it never falters, even if wearing the hated halters. 
I think you’re happy and okay, ‘cos you’re keen to walk every day. 

I know you’d rather be running free, up the road ahead of me, 
but you’re much safer on the lead, learning rules you must heed. 

Rules like when you do a poo, I must pick up after you! 

I’m happy to walk you. I am. 
Happiest when you’re meek like a lamb. 

And I love to let you sniff, snuffle and explore. 
Even when body’s tired and footsore! 

I do love walking - the exercise a must to stay well. 
What a bonus my walking buddy is such a swell! 
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The Best Alarm Clock 
Mairi Neil 

The digital clock blinks red 
and sits unused beside my bed 
I used to set the alarm each night 
if a power outage, I’d wake with fright 
What time is it? 
Am I late? 
missing the train an awful fate… 
because most workplaces not kind 
if replacement staff they must find 
even if only for an hour or two 
being late for work just won’t do! 

When motherhood called with babies blest 
their inner alarms gave me no rest 
daughter number one’s twenty minute naps 
made me sleep deprived, eyelids flapped 
What time is it? 
Out of bed I must leap… 
barely functioning, losing weight and sleep 
timetables and sanity impossible to keep 
Daughter number two slept a little more 
but the marital bed crowded with four! 

The digital clock still blinks red 
alarm unused beside my bed 
retired now, I can often sleep-in 
sleep right through ‘Bin Night’ din! 
What time is it? 
body clock wants up… 
the day still starts with tea in a cup 
and breakfast is porridge to sup  
retired now, the alarm I like best - 
a dazzling sunrise, oh, yes I’m blest! 
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Irrational Fear  
Mairi Neil 

Why do I have this fear, 
distrust and suspicion 
triggered by this man? 
He unsettles me  
standing staring out to sea - 
yet his eyes stray too often 
towards my cavorting children 
with no mellowing of his expression. 

He’s shabbily dressed… 
I don’t believe poverty is a crime 
but his wild or is it a hunted look, 
in those grey eyes worry me. 
Psychiatric illness is not a crime. 
He’s alone, is there a sadness? 
Loneliness is to be pitied - 
perhaps he’s seeking friendship 

The man who molested me 
was not poor, not ill, not lonely 
but an uncle who chose 
to abuse his power and hurt me… 
suspicion and distrust left deep inside,  
an unseen scar surfacing today… 
The cold, grey eyes of this man  
stray too often towards my children… 

Time to go home! 
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Bushfire Blues 
Mairi Neil 

It was getting harder to breathe. They could all feel it. Diane looked around the room, saw fear 
reflected in anxious eyes, although they sat staring at the television screen trying to ignore the 
thick smoke fogging the windows. The ABC presenter yelled the latest statistics of the fires 
burning more than 50% of the state, fire crews and trucks emerging then disappearing in the 
smoky haze behind him. 
 The towels, Jim dampened and rolled up were in place under the exterior doors but the house 
reeked of cold ashes. Smoke still managed to drift inside, despite the windows not being opened 
for days. The air conditioning made a peculiar hum, working for 24 hours a day it struggled to 
perform after several sudden power outages.  
 Diane’s blue eyes darkened at the overflowing laundry basket. There’d been no hanging 
washing outside for weeks because of the dust and smoke in the air but Jim said running the 
dryer needed a window or door open. How long can they last living like this? Each night they 
don a face mask and walk down to the sea but nowhere is smoke free and burnt debris litters 
the beach. 
 The only asthmatic in the family before what the government has labelled a catastrophic 
emergency, Diane prided herself in having plenty of Ventolin on hand but the whole family 
used puffers now - even Jim. 
 Mandy dabbed at tears. Diane knew it wasn’t just from smoke-induced irritation. Poor kid 
missed school. A regular Miss Popular, she hopped on the bus for the 30-minute ride to school 
each day grinning like the cliched Cheshire Cat. When the text message, ‘school  closed 
indefinitely’ received it was as if a death sentence pronounced, Mandy’s misery increasing each 
day school remained closed. 
 Joel on the other hand couldn’t be happier - except when the Internet went down. I must 
remember to check his online history because I’m sure there’s something he’s not telling us 
about this new gaming friend… 
 Look at Jim, he’s soaking up this crisis, almost enjoying it. He’s taken annual leave like his 
office asked and spends every waking hour glued to the telly, radio or bloody Facebook as if he’s 
in the operational control room and responsible for communicating the bushfire news. 
 ‘It’s bloody real life,’ I yelled at him this morning, not some episode of Chicago Fire!’  
Couldn’t believe his attitude, ‘I know we have to have an escape plan,’ I hissed, ‘and not only 
am I ready to leave but if catastrophic fires are our future, I won’t be coming back here.’ 
 The kids heard the arguing and coughing - my breath lasts about thirty-seconds before the 
lungs protest. This mask a 24/7 feature whether inside or out and I’ve sucked so much Ventolin 
my nerves are jangled. But the looks of horror on the faces of Mandy and Joel made me 
ashamed. Although, don’t know if their reaction was to my choking or because I said we had to 
move. 
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This oppressive heat, the lack of fresh oxygen, the stench of death - what a toxic nightmare. The 
smell of burning flesh, poisonous fumes from melting plastic, the destruction of native forests 
fuelled by eucalyptus resin - I can’t get that painting of Dante’s Inferno out of my head. 
 What’s that Jim’s saying? The fires are spreading… any plans to leave might have to be fast 
forwarded… oh, God, where’s the Ventolin? 
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When I Think Of Yellow…  
Mairi Neil 

Wordsworth’s poem comes to mind 
I look for the brightest bunch to find 
lovingly placing the daffodils in a vase 
to announce, hurray, Spring’s here at last! 

A Noisy Minor serenades those passing by 
a flash of yellow beneath her pirate’s eye 
singing joyfully of Spring’s coming 
tree to tree, she sets branches humming 

Caroline loved her flowers, especially orchids 
nurturing them as others nurtured kids 
yet when her faded yellow Toyota arrived 
my children happy, Caroline came alive 

I stare at the yellow mug of steaming tea 
surprised where the prompt ‘yellow’ has led me 
from joy to sorrow and memories blue 
Oh, sweet, loving Caroline, we do miss you! 
 
When you took your own life, our pain profound 
the world bereft of colours and happy sound 
but nature teaches there is always a season 
Yellow orchids bloom and joy no longer treason. 
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Sunday Soliloquy 
Mairi Neil 

A secluded section in Southbank and  
the greyness of winter smothers the city  
Birrarung Marr, a pale, smooth ribbon as  
canoes, ferries and pleasure craft  
lie moored along its banks… 
In summer, the water sparkles blue,  
mirroring azure skies.  
There’s the laughter of tourists, the slap of oars,  
the chug-chug of ferries… 
A solitary tree clings to autumn’s leftovers,  
but buds will explode in spring,  
the tree will be a bride with veil of green.  

Saturday crowds have departed with hangovers,  
homeless and regretful gamblers lurk in the shadows,  
queue for coffee at one of the all-night mobile cafes…  
Who will claim this empty seat? 
Placed not to view the river or city proper 
but to watch passersby going about their business 
when the world is pictured through a lens  
of bright colours, not depressive grey. 
A circling raven caws and squawks alerting friends  
of rich pickings missed by the cleaners who  
sweep and collect society’s debris at unsociable hours. 

Church bells peal, echoing across the water,  
promising guidance, morality, remorse and redemption,  
a confessional box, bolt hole, haven of hope, cup of tea 
perhaps light in an increasingly, cold, dark world. 
A spark glimmers at a distant window  
eyes seek movement along the river bank… 
Someone watches the dawn. They wonder, 
will the empty seat be filled?  
Will another homeless person die from cold?  
Will another troubled soul drown in despair? 
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The watcher knows too well the loneliness of the city,  
the watcher sat in a secluded seat on Southbank, 
unnoticed by those strolling or shopping  
unnoticed by those who worked or played on the river  
unnoticed by workers in city and church offices  
until a kind word from a street cleaner  
offering a warm coffee filled with friendship 
dispelled the grey mists of despair and 
the watcher found light and a reason for living. 
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Slim Pickings in Strawberry Fields 
Mairi Neil 

In the shimmering dawn we caught the bus 
to wend the winding tree-lined track 
towards Mt Dandenong and Sassafras - 
summer strawberry picking beckoned 
along with adolescent dreams of romance 

To seduce my brother’s schoolfriend, Brad,  
I brushed long, silky hair into a softly folded cloak, 
added big sister’s Mary Quant mascara and lipstick 
donned new jeans from Target (pronounced Tarjay) 
and aimed for a sophistication I rarely felt 

The stocky, olive-skinned farmer just 
frowned quizzically at my glamour and 
in an accent revealing Italian origins 
pointed to row upon row of ripening fruit 
and said, ‘You paid by the punnet. Work!’ 

And we did. As curious eyes of ubiquitous cows 
stared from the next field and a kookaburra 
laughed inappropriately from a distant gum tree. 
We toiled. We sweated in soiled t-shirts and jeans 
until fingers and bones complained like creaky stairs 

The pickings small as erstwhile love, Brad  
munched on the fattest and juiciest red delicacies…  
blue skies turned leaden, clouds low, swollen bruises 
suddenly burst and relentless rain drenched 
pickers; soil and strawberries turned to mud 

Familiar adult voices echoed on a loop 
‘Young people today don’t know what hard work is…’ 
So through the mire we persisted to earn dollars 
for holiday fun, mindful someone planted the seeds, 
and in history’s pages, peasants did not have choices 
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Images flashed of crinoline dresses and manicured lawns, 
polished dining chairs and silver-serviced tables, 
privileged people supping strawberries and cream. 
Who thinks of pickers enmeshed in mud or even 
ponders slaves shipped from faraway shores? 

Half a century has passed and plucking memories 
of the day spent crawling through that mud 
I remember Brad’s insatiable appetite for strawberries 
and my desire for forbidden fruit but that day cured me 
of an adolescent crush and the allure of strawberries. 
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Morning Mist 
Mairi Neil 

‘You’re up early, Honey. I thought you’d want to lie in.’  
 Susie’s voice, soft and seductive and I knew if I turned around, she’d be in her skimpy nightie 
and bare feet with her long hair brushed to gleaming and her pale face brightened by lip gloss. 
Lie in, our code for sex ever since the kids arrived. 
 The mist is lifting, the village clocktower clearer. The chimes to announce 5.00 o’clock will 
start soon. This time tomorrow I’ll be somewhere near Mosul sweltering under combat gear. 
The only clock face I’ll watch will be the timers on the bombs we plant or deactivate. Crude car 
bombs the worst. Soldiers, civilians… babies… shattered and scattered… 
 ‘Tim?’  
 Susie’s hand light on my shoulder, yet comforting. It’s good to breathe her in. She’s dabbed on 
the Estée Lauder I bought her Duty Free. No doubt to mask the sour smell of Tommy’s nappy. 
The little imp’s taken to sleeping in our bed until I shift him into his cot in the middle of the 
night. 
 I’ve got to turn around, got to explain. What timing … one, two, three… 
 ‘Tim? What’s wrong?’ 
 Susie’s concern triggers more tears and leaning into her warmth, I sob. How can I explain 
after ten years soldiering that this time feels different? Can I tell her that her twice decorated 
hero husband is scared? Explain the nauseating fear unleashed by a vivid terrifying dream? That 
this time I know, I’m not coming home. 
 ‘Oh, Susie… Tommy…’ 
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A Chance Encounter  
Mairi Neil 

The long, bony arm flayed wildly 
before grabbing the supple hand of youth. 
She clung like a limpet,  
grip tightening, 
refusing to let go,  
arthritic fingers, surprisingly strong. 

The teenager smiled politely,  
unsure how to respond, 
a little afraid of this unexpected advance 
from an aged stranger in a wheelchair… 
The grotesque hand refused to let go, 
grip, surprisingly strong. 

Who or what did she suddenly remember? 
A memory piercing the destructive dementia,  
an acknowledgement of belonging? 
The social nicety of a polite handshake? 
grip, surprisingly strong. 

Shocked, the youth stood trapped, 
struggled to extricate himself - 
terrified of a future glimpsed… 
Ashamed of his thoughts,  
he paused, murmured a greeting 
his return clasp 
surprisingly gentle. 
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Aussie Aussie Aussie… 
Mairi Neil 

To be Australian, what does this mean? 
What exactly is the Australian Dream? 
I‘ve often pondered this statement and phrase 
The attributes, beliefs and ideals to praise. 
There’s the much vaunted mateship 
All blokes together, you know, but does that 
cement the glass ceiling, prevent women’s 
equality and promotion to flow? 

There’s the ethic of working hard to achieve 
that may translate to greed - unemployed to freeze,  
to work and volunteer for the dole, slaves to be 
it surely can’t be right to expect work for free! 
There’s the spirit of adventure, Aussies are larrikins  
we’re told. Yet protestors with courage rare as gold. 
‘I’m all right, Jack!’ is a selfish philosophy,  
not benefitting society, like heartfelt philanthropy. 
 
Leaders laud multiculturalism and the ‘fair go’ 
but One Nation and Palmer’s populists grow,  
the Mabo and Wik decisions still flare debate, 
with lack of tolerance stirring continual hate. 
A nation is an entity difficult to categorise 
national attitudes exist in some people’s eyes. 
yet every culture has important attributes 
certain universal ideals are not just platitudes. 

What does being Australian really mean? 
Is there a particular Australian Dream? 

Perhaps land for a home, maybe a spouse and kids,  
a car or two, a satisfying job with decent rates of pay, 
a clean safe environment, annual leave, weekends off, 
a social democracy where everyone has a say! 
These wants the same the world over, I suspect 
Australians don’t have a monopoly on seeking them 
so let’s opt for acceptance, and intolerance reject, 
value humanity, peace, and aim to cultivate respect.  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Moonstruck 
Mairi Neil 

I walk along the sand from Mordialloc towards Beaumaris. Sandalled feet crunch on the 
remnants of ancient open-air campsites. These shell middens evidence of the rich cultural life of 
over 2000 generations of the Boonwurrung. 
 The deserted beach shielded from the noise of traffic and trappings of introduced civilisation. 
When the pale, yellow gleam of dawn lights the sky and kisses the water, or the vivid sunset 
explodes in rainbow profusion, I connect to the timelessness of the Aboriginal Dreaming and 
ache for what we have lost.  
 How did the Boonwurrung live? What did they think when the first explorers built houses, 
altered the direction of creeks and inland rivers, claimed land for fishing, cattle, sheep, and 
market gardens? 
 I try to picture the landscape stretching inland from the cobalt sea. Acres of tussocky grass, 
sword-sedge and lilies shaded by mast-like Blackwood trees, River Red Gums, and Swamp 
Paperbacks. Clusters of bark and branch homes, patches of edible crops, and bandicoots, 
echidnas, and wombats snuffling beneath shiny boobialla, tea-trees, and wattles. The blue 
wrens, rainbow lorikeets, and the spotted pardalote flitting in colourful abundance from sweet 
bursaria, to white correa and showy bossiaea. 
 There must have been joy at the indigenous corroborees held on the shores of Mordialloc 
Creek as the clans of the Eastern Kulin Nation gathered to celebrate. The Boonwurrung, 
Woiwurrung, and Taungurong from Westernport, Mt. Baw Baw, the Goulburn River, and 
places between.  
 Did the tribal elders debate the effects and threat of white settlement? What guidance did 
they provide to combat the confusion, ignorance, anger, and grief? Did they consider any 
positive effects from the clash of cultures, or see through the baubles and sub standard rations of 
the empire builders? Did they appeal for protection to moiety totems, the Wedge-tail Eagle, 
Bundjil, and the Raven, Waa? Were they as divided in their approach to the Europeans as the 
newcomers were to them? 
 My house and others in Albert Street, Mordialloc built on an Aboriginal graveyard not chosen 
by the Boonwurrung. Death did not bestow equality or a place in the cemetery, yet, regardless 
of the colour of flesh, bleached bones and cremation return bodies to the earth. 

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust... 
 Dusk descends and thoughts of the impermanence of mankind creep unbidden. The glow of 
moonlight and twinkling of stars help me connect to a sense of place. Much of the natural 
heritage now removed, disguised, or destroyed since the European occupation and the 
multicultural, cosmopolitan society constantly changed with each wave of immigrants.  
 The evening air is redolent with tangy salt, fish and seaweed. These distinctive smells of the 
coast mix with cooking aromas of a diverse society’s multitude of pasts. I breathe the eucalyptus 
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scent of the quintessential Australian gum tree and the perfume of introduced red and white 
roses. A riot of flowers tumble over the fence including geraniums and lavender seeking the sun. 
 A city bound train thunders by and the roar of traffic from the Nepean Highway distorts the 
hum of insects. The persistent whine of a distant car burglar alarm and a barking dog punctuate 
the evening calm. A silvery moon, enormous in the inky sky, shines high above ragged clouds.  
 I think of the graves.  
 The brilliance of the moon’s all-seeing, all-knowing eye illuminates the garden like a carnival; 
bars of light filter through dark-leaved fruit trees; teardrops of evening dew glisten on the grass. 
The shadow of a bat swoops; a possum growls in the distance. Nesting doves coo mournfully.  
 How many people have stood where I am now and stared at the millions of miles of twinkling 
sky? How many more will stand here? 
 More than half of the 430 plant species before European occupation are now extinct and 
many native animals have disappeared. Possums and skinks have adapted to the urban 
environment but are often cursed as pests. Marine communities devastated by over-harvesting 
and pollution, struggle to survive, especially the shellfish so loved by the Boonwurrung. 
 The sounds of night accompany a cool breeze that caresses skin. Stars fade as the soft velvet 
cape of darkness descends. I picture the Aboriginal Flag flapping proudly above Attenborough 
Park, comforted that consultation and consideration have replaced confrontation and conflict. 
The reconciliation journey not finished and hopefully our leaders won’t ignore The Uluru 
Statement From The Heart. 
 If recorded history acknowledges contributions and mistakes, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
communities will I hope reconcile with a mutual understanding of each other’s traditions and 
culture. Together with environmental awareness we can halt destruction and share challenges. 
 The moon smiles assurance. Tomorrow is another opportunity to embrace life and actively 
protect the environment and live in harmony with this unique land. 
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